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Why
Morning
Boosters? It's always during the

weekend, that we plan to do

some fun and energizing

activities with our team. 

Why wait till the weekend,

when you can do exciting

team activities all through the

week.



How do we do it!

Exciting set of virtual team activities

planned for the entire week to kick start

the teams day.



The Weeks Journey
Overview 

DAY 01: 
MONDAY

WHOSE DESK
IS THAT?
30 MINS

FIVE FINGER
SHOWDOWN
20-30 MINS

GUESS THE
EMOJI

20 MINS
 
 

RUINED PARADISE 
GAME

30 MINS
 
 

DAY 02: 
TUESDAY

DAY 03: 
WEDNESDAY

DAY 04: 
THURSDAY

RIFF-OFF 
30 MINS

DAY 05: 
FRIDAY

01 Activity Per Day (Customizable)



Activity: Whose Desk Is That?
DAY 01

Fun team building activity that cannot only

help teams to know each other but also

share best practices for remote working.

How: Participants take a photo of their desk

or remote working set-up and send it to the

facilitator who then puts them into a shared

whiteboard or Google Doc. Participants

have to identify their team member's desk

Duration: 30 Mins



Activity: Five Finger Showdown
How: Participant hold up one hand with all

fingers extended. Team members take turns to

shout out their favorite memories. For example,

you could say, “My favorite memory was visiting

a beach this year” or “ learning to speak French

last year.

If a team member has a similar experienc then

they can put one finger down.

the player that puts all fingers down first, is the

winner.

Duration: 20 to 30 Mins

DAY 02



Activity: Ruined Paradise Game
Just like a good fairy and an evil fairy give

different opinions to the same scenario, let's see

when our teams are given similar situations, how

do they fair?

How: Participants are divided into 

 "Team Paradise' and 'Team Ruined'. Each team

alternatively will go around adding sentences to

the story. Team Paradise is responsible for

making positive statements while Team Ruined

will counter with a negative one. 

Once the story is complete a MICEkart.com

facilitator will determine whether the Paradise is

ruined or not.  

Duration: 30 Mins

DAY03



Activity: Guess The Emoji 
Everyone loves texting with emojis. This fun

team building activity of MICEkart.com will take

you through the emoji world.

How: Participants will get the list of their team

mates. In a span of few minutes they must

guess which emoji their team mates use the

most. After all are done guessing the correct

answers the winner will be declared.
Duration: 20 mins. 

Kindly note: Large teams will need to be divided into

smaller teams.

DAY 04



Activity: Riff-Off
This happy hour we’re going to kick it 'Pitch

Perfect style'. 

How: After dividing into groups our

MICEkart.com facilitator will give a word. The

groups then has 30 seconds to silently come

up with as many songs as they can using that

word. After thirty seconds, the facilitator will

point out to random groups to sing a portion of

their song with the given word until a group

can no longer think of a song. When this

happens that group is kicked out and a new

round begins with a different word.

Duration: 30 mins

DAY05



Pre-Event Overview

Pre-Engagement

Trivia's Whatsapp Group
Communications, Email

Broadcasts

Teasers / Invites

Physical Invites, E-invite,
Equipment Hampers

Launch / Introduction

Emcee Finalization, Tech
Deployment, Stage with

Corporate branding, Emcee
Hosting the show 



Post Event Deliverables 

Giveaway/ merchandise options with
personalization and corporate branding
Personalized and branded virtual photos
Post event montages
Door-step delivery of give-away
For more give away options visit
www.micekart.com



Ring in for a chat!
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Phone Number

+91 91674 99291/2/3/4

Email Address

contact@micekart.com


